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1 Introduction

Because secondary storage is physically farthest away from CPU in mod-
ern memory hierarchy and shared by many concurrent processes, I/O ac-
cesses bear less locality and is more complexity than that of memory work-
loads. Much research has been done to employ prefetch as one weapon to
bridge the speed gap between memory and storage. However, storage side
prefetching mainly optimized for relatively simple I/O patterns. Competitive
prefetching optimizes the sequential prefetching for multiple concurrent I/O
stream. In order to optimize the workloads that are not sequential, previous
works perform pre-execution and keep a record of the request for prefetch-
ing. Signature-based parallel prefetching calculates the signature of request
sequence to match future request sequence. Lots of researchers develop solu-
tions to learn patterns for specific workloads that are characterized by stable
and repeatable patterns.

2 Challenge

Even more researchers are using deep learning to implement CPU prefetch,
how to use the deep learning for I/O architecture remains an under-explored
research area. There are challenges to predict future I/Os for the storage
systems.

First, it is common for thousands of applications running concurrently
on a shared cluster. Each application executes its own specific mix of jobs.
The workload features are driven by many short jobs that demand quick
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scheduling decisions. This could result in a wide variety of aggregated re-
source demands and request arrival patterns with high variation over short
time intervals. Due to the high degree of both heterogeneity and dynamism
in the workloads, it is difficult to achieve accurate prediction of I/O requests
and resource demands. Traditional clustering, classification and prediction
techniques are not suitable for the resource allocation of storage systems. The
first challenge is how to identify the workload in real time from mixed I/O
streams, predict the dynamic resource allocation and usage in both long and
short time periods, and make rapid scheduling decision. Because thousands
of applications are sharing one single storage infrastructure, the external I/O
are far more complex than the memory access. I/O sequence from multiple
applications are mixed into a single consolidated I/O sequence, resulting in
many chaos and one time access patterns. Because of this, levering advanced
machine learning algorithms for I/O prediction and prefetching are becom-
ing important for next generate storage systems. RNN models are effective
in analyzing and predicting the sequence datasets. Current RNN models as-
sume explicit patterns exists in input sequence. It exploit such patterns from
the training datasets and deduce inference models. However, LBA sequence
in block level I/O traces do not simply carry such info.

Second, the address space Learning memory access patterns. There are
multiple challenges of isolating the sub I/O sequences. First, the address of
the sub I/O sequences may not have simple pattern, e.g. sequential. Second,
multiple concurrent workloads may mix their request in one I/O stream and
result in many one-time-access patterns. To solve these challenges, one simple
solution is to let the application submit it’s identity, such file id or process
id, to the storage system. However, we may access multiple files or process
multiple transactions in one application. In this case, passing all the ids
to the storage layer will becoming infeasible. Because of this, we believe a
better way is to let the storage system learn from the workloads.

External storage is the last level of storage in the computer architecture.
We expect that most of the temporal and spacial locality have been captured
by the upper level CPU cache or DRAM buffers. The I/Os that exist in the
external storage will have less locality. LRU and LFU cache algorithms can
only capture a limited amount of locality in the block level I/Os. We have
applied RNN models to process the chaotic I/O sequence. We find that the
patterns learned from the training datasets can not be used effectively to
predict the I/Os in the testing datasets. As a result, it is critical to discover
sub I/O sequence first before applying RNN models. The sub I/O sequence
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can represent the addresses that are more likely to be accessed together in
a time window. We propose to combine a set of different machine learning
algorithms to analysis and predict the I/O requests. In particular, we first use
a customized sequence isolation algorithm to classify the sub I/O sequence
based on the I/O history. We then use RNN models to exploit the hidden
pattern in the sub I/O sequence. We believe that the machine learning
services and libraries will become more conveniently to be used and widely
equipped in the near future. A well trained I/O prefetching model can be
directly ported to a new system running similar applications. We will split
this track into the following tasks.

Sequence isolation is one of the sequence classification problem. However,
one of the most important question is which feature we can extract from the
I/O sequence to be used for classification. To reduce the size of the neural
network, Google propose to do k-means classification for the addresses, before
submitting the I/O sequence to a set of RNN model. However, classification
methods used in memory access pattern have strong assumptions and will not
work for external I/O. First, frequently appeared deltas are too highly skewed
in the external I/O. Second, because of mix nature of the I/O sequence,
the the transit rate between k-means clusters is high for external I/O. We
propose a more general solution to find the data relationship to those data in
last slide time window. We aim to discover the hidden relation being buried
in address domain, and project our trace records to a new multi feature
domain by considering time series info. The convergence algorithm is being
developed to implement a projection protocol taking both address and time
series info of data into consideration.

Moore’s law reaches its end in the CPUs, while the ever-popular general-
purpose GPUs become default setup instead of acting as an accelerator only
in the market. New domain specific architectures, e.g. TPU, have been de-
veloped to speed up the deep learning algorithms. Even modern CPUs are
augmented with support for SIMD (i.e., single instruction multiple data) in-
structions. This brings up an untapped opportunity: leveraging these big
compute resources to embrace custom machine learning algorithms to im-
prove the I/O architecture. There are several technical challenges in devel-
oping such a learned storage system:
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3 Objective

Two most representative machine learning techniques, Recurrent Neural Net-
work (RNN in brief) for natural language processing and Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN in brief) for image classification, have been well recognized
by the public community. In natural language processing, the vocabulary size
is typically set to a number ranged from 104 to 105. The ImageNet, one of
the most popular image datasets, has 32, 326 image categorizes. Both DL
models work well at a scale with hundreds of thousands of dimensions. How-
ever, the scale of dimension for storage systems is at an extreme scale, often
as large as tera-scale and peta-scale. For example, given a single 1TB SSD
storage device, there are more than 1.3 ∗ 108 logical pages, not talking about
the large-scale storage systems. Due to the large capacity of the external
storage, the corresponding neural network must be wide in order to be effec-
tively trained and used to make an accurate prediction. The I/O data access
pattern cannot be the effectively learned by existing CNN or RNN models.

Thus, in this project, we are going to explore the existing deep learning
architectures and design an appropriate model which can fit our IO data.
Further, the sequence to sequence learning method can be leveraged to im-
prove the current CNN or RNN based learning model.

4 Plan

I: Implementing Convolutional S2S (with attention) Network
II: Redesign the CS2S Network to fit IO data
III: Incorporating Batch Normalization and Transfer Learning to
Further Improve the Performance

5 Ongoing Implementation

5.1 Design Goals

Specific Purpose. The initially built of seq2seq is for Machine Translation,
but have since used it for IO address prediction and forecasting. Normally, as
long as our problem can be phrased as encoding input data in one format and
decoding it into another format, we are able to use or extend seq2seq frame-
work to fit our scenario. Meanwhile, we also need to fulfill the self-adaptive
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and universal suitability of the framework on the system level, where we
should consider real-time (online learning) adaption for the incoming thread
of the data before we lose the validity for prefetching in the memory.

Usability. From the implementation view of point, the model should
be train with a single command. I have extended the original input type to
time series multi-dimensional address data. Also, the standard raw text and
one-hot labeling is supported by the current model input.

Reproducibility. Training pipelines and models are configured using
YAML files. This allows other to run the exact same model configurations.

Extensibility. Code is structured in a modular way and that easy to
build upon. For example, adding a new type of attention mechanism or
encoder architecture requires only minimal code changes. The current version
includes the attention unit but it is unstable with the IO data. Thus, the
modified version is considering to temporally remove the attention or change
the structure of the original attention unit.

Performance. The implementation is fast enough and kind of good to
cover the traditional text aware data translation and prediction. tf-seq2seq
also supports distributed training to trade off computational power and train-
ing time. However, for IO data, it is still under construction due to the
specific characteristics of the data itself.

5.2 The Baseline Models

In this section, I will summarize the model and its hyper-parameters used in
the implementation. The list includes the already implemented models and
the unfinished models. All the code will be uploaded to the Github (RTIS
lab account).
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5.2.1 BaseModel

Name DefaultDescription

optimizer.name Adam Type of Optimizer to use, e.g.
Adam, SGD or Momentum.

optimizer.learningrate 1e-4 Initial learning rate for the op-
timizer.

optimizer.lr decay type learning rate decay functions
defined in tf.train

optimizer.lr decay steps 100 This is fed as the decay steps
argument to the decay function
defined above.

optimizer.lr decay rate 0.99 The decay rate.

optimizer.lr start decay at 0 Start learning rate decay at
this step.

optimizer.lr stop decay at 1e9 Stop learning rate decay at this
step.

optimizer.lr min learning rate 1e-12 Never decay below this learn-
ing rate.

optimizer.lr staircase False If True, decay the learning rate
at discrete intervals.

optimizer.clip gradients 5.0 Clip gradients by their global
norm.
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5.2.2 Seq2SeqModel

Name DefaultDescription

source.max seq len 50 Maximum length of source
sequences.

source.reverse True If set to true, reverse the
source sequence before feed-
ing it into the encoder.

embedding.dim 100 Dimensionality of the em-
bedding layer.

embedding.share False If set to true, share embed-
ding parameters for source
and target sequences.

inference.beam search.beam width 0 Beam Search beam width
used during inference.

inference.max decode length 100 During inference mode,
decode up to this length or
until a SEQUENCE END
token is encountered,
whichever happens first.

...length penalty weight 0.0 Length penalty factor ap-
plied to beam search hy-
potheses.

5.2.3 Seq2SeqModel

The BasicSeq2Seq model uses an encoder and decoder with no attention
mechanism. The last encoder state is passed through a fully connected layer
and used to initialize the decoder (this behavior can be changed using the
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bridge.* hyperparameter). This is the ”vanilla” implementation of the stan-
dard seq2seq architecture.

Name Default Description

bridge.class InitialStateBridge Type of bridge to
use.

bridge.params {} Parameters passed
to the bridge dur-
ing construction.

encoder.class UnidirectionalRNNEncoder Type of encoder to
use.

encoder.params {} Parameters passed
to the encoder dur-
ing construction.

decoder.class BasicDecoder Type of decoder to
use.

decoder.params {} Parameters passed
to the decoder dur-
ing construction.

5.2.4 AttentionSeq2Seq

This model is similar to BasicSeq2Seq, except that it uses an attention mech-
anism during decoding. By default, the last encoder state is not fed to the
decoder. The implementation is comparable to the model in Neural Machine
Translation by Jointly Learning to Align and Translate.
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Name Default Description

attention.class AttentionLayerBahdanau Class name of the at-
tention layer.

attention.params {“num units”: 128} A dictionary of pa-
rameters passed to
the attention class
constructor.

bridge.class ZeroBridge Type of bridge to
use.

encoder.class BidirectionalRNNEncoder Type of encoder to
use.

decoder.class BasicDecoder Type of decoder to
use.

decoder.class AttentionDecoder Type of decoder to
use.
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5.2.5 Unfinished Encoder-Decoder Reference

Name Status

1 UnidirectionalRNNEncoder Done

2 BidirectionalRNNEncoder Done

3 StackBidirectionalRNNEncoder Unfinished

4 PoolingEncoder Unfinished

5 InceptionV3Encoder Unfinished

6 BasicDecoder Done

7 AttentionDecoder Unfinished

5.3 Current Benchmark Dataset Results

Machine Translation: WMT’15 English-German
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Model Settings Training
Time

Test Set BLEU

tf-seq2seq initial 4 days
newstest2014: 22.19
newstest2015: 25.23

Gehring, et al. (2016-11)
Deep Convolutional 15/5

config* 6 days
newstest2014: –

newstest2015: 24.3

Note that config* indicates: 8 encoder/decoder layers, 1024 LSTM units, 32k
shared wordpieces (similar to BPE); residual between layers connections; lots
of other tricks; newstest2012 and newstest2013 as validation sets.

The learning for IO data is under tunning and can not adapt to the
attention encoder and decoder yet.
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